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Section 2.1

2.1 Description of the Consensus Plan for Harlan County Lake

The Consensus Plan for operating Harlan County Lake was conceived after extended

discussions and negotiations between Reclamation and the Corps The agreement shaped at these

meetings provides for sharing the decreasing water supply into Harlan County Lake The agreement

provides consistent procedure for updating the reservoir elevation/storage relationship sharing

the reduced inflow and summer evaporation and providing January forecast of irrigation water

available for the following summer

During the interagency discussions the two agencies found agreement in the following areas

The operating plan would be based on current sediment accumulation in the irrigation pooi and

other zones of the project

Evaporation from the lake affects all the various lake uses in proportion to the amount of water

in storage for each use

During drought conditions some water for irrigation could be withdrawn from the sediment

pooL

Water shortage would be shared between the different beneficial uses of the project including

fish wildlife recreation and irrigation

To incorporate these areas of agreement into an operation plan for Harlan County Lake

mutually acceptable procedure addressing each of these items was negotiated and accepted by both

agencies



2.1.1 Sediment Accumulation

The most recent sedimentation survey for Harlan County project was conducted in 198837

years after lake began operation Surveys were also performed in 1962 and 1972 however

conclusions reached after the 1988 survey indicate that the previous calculations are unreliable The

1988 survey indicates that since closure of the darn in 1951 the accumulated sediment is distributed

in each of the designated pools as follows

Flood Pool 2387 acre-feet

Irrigation Pool 4853 acre-feet

Sedimentation Pool 33527 acre-feet

To insure that the irrigation pool retained 150000 acre-feet of storage the bottom of the

irrigation pool was lowered to 1932.4 feet msl after the 1988 survey

To estimate sediment accumulation in the lake since 1988 we assumed similarconditions

have occurred at the roject during the past 11 years Assuming consistent rate of deposition since

1988 the irrigation pool has trapped an additional 1430 acre-feet

similar calculation of the flood control pool indicates that the flood control pooi has

captured an additional 704 acre-feet for total of 3090 acre-feet since construction

The lake elevations separating the different pools must be adjusted to maintain 150000-

acre-foot irrigation pooi and 500000-acre-foot flood control pooi Adjusting these elevations

results in the following new elevations for the respective pools using the 1988 capacity tables

Top of Irrigation Pool 1945.70 feet msl

Top of Sediment Pool 1931.75 feet msl

Due to the variability of sediment deposition we have determined that the elevation capacity

relationship should be updated to reflect current conditions We will complete new sedimentation

survey of Harlan County Lake this summer and new area capacity tables should be available by

early next year The new tables may alter the pool elevations achieved in the Consensus Plan for

Harlan County Lake

2.1.2 Summer Evaporation

Evaporation from lake is affected by many factors including vapor pressure wind solar

radiation and salinity of the water Total water loss from the lake through evaporation is also

affected by the size of the lake When the lake is lower the surface area is smaller and less water

loss occurs Evaporation at Harlan County Lake has been estimated since the lakes construction

using Weather Service Class pan which is feet in diameter and 10 inches deep We and

Reclamation havejointly reviewed this information and assumed future conditions to determine an

equitable method of distributing the evaporation loss from the project between irrigation and the

other purposes



During those years when the irrigation purpo expected summer water yield of 119000

acre-feet or more it was determined that an adequate water supply existed and no sharing of

evaporation was necessary Therefore evaporation evaluation focused on the lower pool elevations

when water was scarce Times of water shortage would also generally be times of higher

evaporation rates from the lake

Reclamation and we agreed that evaporation fromthe lake during the summer June through

September would be distribUted between the irrigation
and sediment pools based on their relative

percentage of the total storage at the time of evaporation If the sediment pool held 75 percent of

the total storage it would be charged 75 percent of the evaporation Jf the sediment pool held 50

percent of the total storage it would be charged 50 percent of the evaporation At the bottom of the

irrigation pool 1931.75 feet msl all of the evaporation would be charged to the sediment pool

Due to downstream water rights for summer inflow neither the irrigation nor the sediment

pool is credited with summer inflow to the lake The summer inflows would be assumed passed

through the lake to satisfy the water right holders Therefore Reclamation and we did not distribute

the summer inflow between the project purposes

As result of numerous lake operation model computer runs by Reclamation it became

apparent that total evaporation from the project during the summer averaged about 25000 acre-feet

during times of lower lake elevations These same models showed that about 20 percent of the

evaporation should be charged to the irrigation pool based on percentage in storage during the

summer months About 20 percent of the total lake storage is in the irrigation pooi when the lake

is at elevation 1935.0 feet msl As result of the joint study Reclamation and we agreed that the

irrigation pool would be credited with 20000 acre-feet of water during times of drought to share the

summer evaporation loss

Reclamation and we further agreed that thesediment pool would be assumed full each year

In essence ifthe actual pool elevation were below 1931.75 feet msl in January the irrigation pool

would contain negative storage for the purpose of calculating available water for irrigation

regardless of the prior years summer evaporation from sediment storage

2.1.3 Irrigation withdrawal from sediment storage

During drought conditions occasional withdrawal of water from the sediment pool for

irrigation is necessary Such action is contemplated in the Field Working Agreement and the Harlan

County Lake Regulation Manual Until such time as sediment fully occupies the allocated reserve

capacity it will be used for irrigation and various conservation purposes including public health

recreation and fish an wildlife preservation

To implement this concept into an operation plan for Harlan County Lake Reclamation and

we agreed to estimate the net spring inflow to Harlan County Lake The estimated inflow would be

used by the Reclamation to provide firmprojection of water available for irrigation during the next

season



Since the construction of Harlan County Lake inflows to the lake have been depleted by

upstream irrigation wells and farming practices Reclamation has recently completed an in-depth

study ofthŁse depleted flows as part
of their contract renewal process The study concluded that

if the current conditions bad existed in the basin since 1931 the average spring inflow to the project

would have been 57600 acre-feet ofwater The study further concluded that the evaporation would

have been 8800 acre-feet of water during the same period Reclamation and we agreed to use these

values to calculate the net inflow to the prbject under the current conditions

In addition both agencies also recognized that the inflow to the project could continue to

decrease with further upstream well development and water conservation farming Due to these

concerns Reclamation and we determined that the previous 5-year inflow values would be averaged

each year and compared to 57600 acre-feet The inflow estimate for Harlan County Lake would

be the smaller of these two values

The estimated inflow amount would be used in January of each year to forecast the amount

of water stored in the lake at the beginning of the irrigation season Based on this forecast the

irrigation districts would be provided firm estimate of the amount of water available for the next

season The actual storage in the lake on May 31 would be reviewed each year When the actual

water in storage
is less than the January forecast Reclamation may draw water from sediment

storage to make up the difference

2.1.4 Water Shortage Sharing

fmal component of the agreement involves procedure for sharing the water available

during times of shortage Under the shared shortage procedure the irrigation purpose of the project

would remove less water then otherwise allowed and alleviate some of the adverse effects to the

other purposes The procedure would also extend the water supply during times of drought by

banking some water for the next irrigation season The following graph illustrates the shared

shortage releases



2.1.5 Calculation of Irrigation Water Available

Each January the Reclamation would provide the Bostwick irrigation districts firm

estimate of the quantity of water available for the following season The firm estimate of water

available for irrigation would be calculated by using the following equation and shared shortage

adjustment

Storage Summer Sediment Pool Evaporation Inflow Spring Evaporation

Maximum Irrigation Water Available

The variables in the equation are defmed as

Maximum Irrigation Water Available Maximum irrigation supply from Harlan County Lake

for that irrigation season

Storage Actual storage in the irrigation pooi at the end of December The sediment pool is

assumed full If the pool elevation is below the top of the sediment pool negative irrigation

storage value would be used

Inflow The inflow would be the smaller of the past 5-year average inflow to the project from

January through May or 57600 acrefeet

Spring Evaporation Evaporation from the proj ect would be 8800 acre-feet which is the average

January through May evaporation

Harlan County Lake

Shared Shortage
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Summer Sediment Pool Evaporation Summer evaporation fromthe sediment pool during June

through September would be 20000 acre-feet This is an estimate based on lower pool

elevations which characterize the times when it would be critical to the computations

2.1.6 Shared Shortage Adjustment

To ensure that an equitable
distribution of the available water occurs during short-term

drought conditions and provide for banking procedure to increase the water stored for

subsequent years shared shortage plan would be implemented The maximumwater available for

irrigation according to the above equation would be reduced according to the following table Linear

interpolation of values will occur between table values

Shared Shortage Adjustment Table

irrigation Water Available irrigation Water Released

Acre-Feet Acre-Feet

17000 15000

34000 30000

51000 45000

68000 60000

85000 75000

102000 90000

119000 100000

136000 110000

153000 120000

170000 130000

2.1.7 Annual Shutoff Elevation for Harlan County Lake

The annual shutoff elevation for Harlan County Lake would be estimated each January

and finally established each June

The annual shutoff elevation for irrigation releases will be estimated by Reclamation each

January in the following manner

Estimate the May 31 Irrigation Water Storage IWS Maximum 150000 acre-feet by taking

the December 31 irrigation pooi storage plus the January-May inflow estimate 57600 acre-

feet or the average inflow for the last 5-year period whichever is less minus the January-

May evaporation estimate 8800 acre-feet

Calculate the estimated irrigation Water Available including all summer evaporation by

adding the Estimated Irrigation Water Storage from item to the estimated sediment pool

summer evaporation 20000 AF



Use the above Shared Shortage A.jus1ment Table to determine the acceptable Irrigation

Water Release from the Irrigation Water Available

Subtract the Irrigation Water Release from item from the Estimated IWS from item

The elevation of the lake corresponding to the resulting irrigation storage is the Estimated

Shutoff Elevation The Shutoff elevation will not be below the bottom of the irrigation pooi

if over 119000 AF of water is supplied to the districts nor below 1927.0 feet msl If the

shutoff elevation is below the irrigation pool the maximum irrigation release is 119000 AF

The annual shutoff elevation for irrigation releases would be finalized each June in

accordance with the following procedure

Compare the estimated May 31 IWS with the actual May 31 IWS

If the actual end of May IWS is less than the estimated May IWS lower the shutoff elevation

to account for the reduced storage

If the actual end of May IWS is equal to or greater than the estimated end of May IWS the

estimated shutoff elevation is the annual shutoff elevation

The shutoff elevation will never be below elevationl927.0 feet msl and will not be below

the bottom of the irrigation pooi if more than 119000 acre-feet of water is supplied to the

districts


